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Abstract—Due to its intrinsic sparsity both in time and space,
event-based data is optimally suited for edge-computing appli-
cations that require low power and low latency. Time varying
signals encoded with this data representation are best processed
with Spiking Neural Networks (SNN). In particular, recurrent
SNNs (RSNNs) can solve temporal tasks using a relatively low
number of parameters, and therefore support their hardware
implementation in resource-constrained computing architectures.
These premises propel the need of exploring the properties of
these kinds of structures on low-power processing systems to
test their limits both in terms of computational accuracy and
resource consumption, without having to resort to full-custom im-
plementations. In this work, we implemented an RSNN model on
a low-end, resource-constrained ARM-Cortex-M4-based Micro
Controller Unit (MCU). We trained it on a down-sampled version
of the N-MNIST event-based dataset for digit recognition as an
example to assess its performance in the inference phase. With
an accuracy of 97.2%, the implementation has an average energy
consumption as low as 4.1 µJ and a worst-case computational
time of 150.4 µs per time-step with an operating frequency of
180 MHz, so the deployment of RSNNs on MCU devices is a
feasible option for small image vision real-time tasks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) are structures capable of
solving complex tasks with the use of trainable parameters
that can be optimized to fit on low-end devices for edge
computing tasks. Indeed, the use of DNNs on mobile Internet
of Things (IoT) devices is of great interest, with numerous
potential applications [1], [2]. Many works on DNNs applied
to edge computing, tiny machine learning (tinyML) and mobile
computing have been proposed, ranging from augmented re-
ality [3], natural language processing [4], computer vision [5]
to compressed sensing for biomedical signals [6].

In computer vision, event-based encoding of data is an
interesting approach to solving machine vision and object
detection tasks, when applied to edge computing [7]. Indeed,
this type of data representation is intrinsically sparse both in
space and time, thus allowing for both a large reduction of the

This study was carried out within the FAIR - Future Artificial Intelligence
Research and received funding from the European Union Next-GenerationEU
(PIANO NAZIONALE DI RIPRESA E RESILIENZA (PNRR) – MIS-
SIONE 4 COMPONENTE 2, INVESTIMENTO 1.3 – D.D. 1555 11/10/2022,
PE00000013). This manuscript reflects only the authors’ views and opinions,
neither the European Union nor the European Commission can be considered
responsible for them.

memory footprint necessary to store the information and the
minimization of the energy cost due to its acquisition. Event-
based signals can be produced for example by Dynamic Vision
Sensors (DVS), that are asynchronous cameras capable of
responding only to the temporal contrast changes in the visual
scene. The first prototype of a DVS sensor was developed in
2002 [8] and since then event-based versions of widely used
datasets and new collections of samples have been created [9]–
[15].

When working with event-based data, a promising approach
is to use Spiking Neural Networks (SNNs) [16]–[18]. These
networks leverage the possibility of representing data sparsely
both in time and space because each spiking neuron is a
dynamical system and thus possess a state variable, as it
integrates the inputs in its membrane potential variable. In
machine vision, SNNs processing event-based data have been
shown to solve many tasks reliably and efficiently, ranging
from classification [19], [20] or hand-gesture recognition [10],
[21], [22] to object recognition [23], [24] and optical flow
estimation [25].

Among different SNN models, Recurrent Spiking Neural
Networks (RSNNs) [26] are of great interest, as their recurrent
nature extends the simple SNN’s ability to process temporal
signals to time-scales that go beyond the time constants of
individual elements in the network [27]. In this work we
present an RSNN implemented on a low-end Micro Controller
Unit (MCU) that is highly resource-constrained both in terms
of memory footprint and power consumption, inspired by
recently proposed RSNN hardware-constrained designs [28].
By deploying an RSNN on a low-end MCU, we demonstrate
the suitability of these structures on low-cost, low-budget
commercial devices, which would allow for fast prototyping
and deployment times compared to more complex custom
hardware implementations.

In Section II, we describe the RSNN model we are using in
this implementation. In Section III, we present the N-MNIST
dataset on which we test the RSNN, we explain how the RSNN
is trained, and we report the network performance in terms of
accuracy. In Section IV-A we describe the MCU implementa-
tion and we show the results in terms of computational time,
energy consumption and memory footprint.
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Input layer Recurrent layer Output layer
W rec

W in W out

M neuronsN neurons L neurons

Fig. 1. Scheme of the RSNN model employed in this work, composed of an
input layer (for feeding input spikes), a hidden recurrent layer composed of
LIF neurons and an output layer composed of leaky integrators.

II. RECURRENT SNN ARCHITECTURE

The RSNN that we are using for our implementation on
MCU makes use of Leaky Integrate and Fire (LIF) neurons,
following the time-discrete models presented in [26] and used
in the custom implementation proposed in [28].

A. Model description

The RSNN is composed of an input layer, a hidden recurrent
layer and an output layer, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

The input layer is represented by a series of external input
spikes that are fed to the interconnections leading to the
recurrent layer. These input spikes are encoded as a series
of vectors x1, . . . ,xT defined for any discrete time step
t ∈ {1, · · · , T}, with xt ∈ {0, 1}N where N is the number of
input neurons. The value 1 represents a spike at time t, while
0 indicates the absence of activity.

Conversely, the LIF neurons in the hidden recurrent layer
are entities retaining membrane potentials vt ∈ RM which
can generate spiking outputs zt ∈ {0, 1}M , where M is the
number of recurrent neurons. The potentials vt are updated at
each time step following the rule

vt+1
j = αvtj +

N∑
i=1

win
jix

t
i +

M∑
i=1,i̸=j

wrec
ji z

t
i − θztj

for j ∈ 1, . . . ,M (1)

where vtj is the value of the potential of the j-th neuron, α ∈
(0, 1) is a damping factor, win

ji is the value at row j and column
i of the input weights matrix W in, xt

i is the i-th value of input
spikes vector xt, wrec

ji is the value at row j and column i of the
recurrent weights matrix W rec, zti is the i-th value of output
spikes vector zt and θ is the firing threshold parameter.

Moreover, the spiking outputs generated by the hidden
recurrent neurons behave according to

ztj = H
(
vtj − θ

)
for j ∈ 1, . . . ,M (2)

where H (·) is the step Heaviside function defined as

H
(
vtj − θ

)
=

{
0 for vtj ≤ θ

1 for vtj > θ
(3)

θ − 1 0 θ θ + 1

0

γ

vtj

∂
H
/∂

v
t j

Fig. 2. Plot of the pseudo derivative function in (5).

The damping term α of (1) has the effect of decreasing
the membrane potential exponentially over time, such that in
absence of input spikes, it leaks to zero.

Then, the second and third terms on the right-hand-side
of (1) integrate the input spikes xt and the hidden recurrent
spikes zt, respectively. When a spike is present, the value
of the corresponding weight is added to the neuron potential.
While the input spikes are sent to the network from an external
source, the hidden recurrent spikes are generated from (2) and
then fed back to hidden neurons through recurrent connections,
excluding self-recurrence.

Finally, the Heaviside function in (2) simply describes the
firing mechanism of the neuron: when the neuron potential
grows bigger than the threshold value θ, a spike is produced
(i.e., ztj = 1) and the neuron potential is reset, thanks to the
presence of the last term on the right-hand-side of (1).

The output layer of the network comprises neurons modeled
as non-firing leaky integrators with dynamics determined by
the following equation:

yt+1
k = κytk +

L∑
i=0

wout
ji z

t
i for k ∈ 1, . . . , L (4)

where yt+1
k is the k-th output of the network, κ ∈ (0, 1) is a

damping factor and wout
ji is the value at row j and column i

of the output weights matrix W out. The output neuron is fed
by the output spikes of the hidden recurrent layer zt.

The damping factors α and κ define the leakage time
constants of the recurrent and output layer units, respectively
τrec and τout, as α = exp (−∆t/τrec) and κ = exp (−∆t/τout),
where ∆t is the time interval between two discrete time-steps,
i.e. the temporal resolution.

The RSNN is trained with the Back Propagation Through
Time (BPTT) algorithm, it is thus important that the gradients
are defined everywhere. As (2) introduces a discontinuity, a
pseudo derivative function is employed as suggested in [26],
defined as

∂H
∂vtj

≜ γmax
(
0, 1−

∣∣vtj − θ
∣∣) (5)

where γ is a factor controlling the strength of the pseudo
derivative, as illustrated in Fig. 2.

III. DATASET AND PERFORMANCE

We employ the RSNN model to solve an event-based clas-
sification task, in the domain of event-based image processing
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applications. Training and preliminary tests are performed off-
line, within a PyTorch-based framework.

A. N-MNIST event-based dataset for digit recognition

The N-MNIST dataset [29] is the neuromorphic event-based
version of the well-known MNIST dataset [30]. It is composed
of a total of 70 000 samples (55 000 for training, 5000 for
validation and 10 000 for testing). Each sample is labeled with
a number from 0 to 9 and is a collection of events with a
duration of about 350ms, a time resolution of about 1 µs and a
spatial resolution of 34×34 pixels. Each event is represented as
positive (+1) or negative (−1), depending on the direction of
variation of the associated pixel. The way events are collected
takes inspiration from the biological phenomenon known as
saccade, defined as a quick and simultaneous movement of
the eye between multiple phases of fixation [31]. In particular,
each digit image from the MNIST dataset is displayed on a
monitor and then recorded by a motor-driven DVS camera,
moving in three “saccadic” movements, along different direc-
tions in a triangular alignment.

For this demonstration, the resolution of the recordings is
down-sampled to 17× 17 with a remapping of all the events
in order to decrease the number of input neurons required in
the RSNN and consequentially to reduce the memory footprint
and computational effort on MCU. For the same reason, the
number of time-steps T is reduced to 300 by discarding any
event eventually exceeding 300ms and by down-sampling the
time resolution to ∆t = 1ms, i.e., the events contained in
each 1ms time bin are merged together. This value of time
resolution is in line with most of the SNN tasks, that typically
do not benefit from lower values of ∆t [21], [28], [32].

B. Training setup and preliminary performance

We train and test an RSNN with M = 100 recurrent neurons
and L = 10 output neurons, as the number of classes to be
recognized. The hyperparameters selected for the network are
θ = 0.6, τrec = 250ms, τout = 20ms and γ = 0.3.

To account for the input event polarity, a pair of input
neurons is associated to each pixel in the N-MNIST dataset:
one neuron for the positive events and the other for the
negative events associated with that position. Therefore, we set
the number of input neurons of the RSNN to N = 578, defined
as the number of pixels in the sample (17× 17) multiplied by
two to include both positive and negative events. An example
of input sample is illustrated in Fig. 3.

The RSNN is trained following a standard BPTT proce-
dure [33] with the Adam optimizer [34] and a cross-entropy
(CE) loss function between the output potentials yt and the
target yt

true label averaged for all the time-steps t ∈ {1, . . . , T}.
For validation/test, the selected class is considered as the one
corresponding to the output neuron with the highest average
output potential.

In order to minimize the spiking activity of the recurrent
neurons, a regularization contribute is added to the loss func-
tion computed as the L2 norm of the spike-trains generated by
the recurrent neurons (i.e., zt), averaged for all time steps. By
introducing this contribution, the number of spikes generated
while inferring the complete test set is reduced by about 90%.
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Fig. 3. An example of sample of class 0. On the left, the time surfaces
for positive and negative events, obtained by integrating all the events over
300ms. On the right, the spiking activity of the sample.

This introduces a significant increase of the sparsity of the
hidden layer activity without impeding classification accuracy.

Additionally, to use quantized parameters in the resulting
network, we employ quantization-aware training techniques.
Because of this, during training we perform fake quantiza-
tion [35], i.e., forward pass is performed using dynamically
quantized 8-bit weights.

With a batch size of 5 and a learning rate of 10−4, after
50 epochs the accuracy we achieve on the test set is 97.2 %,
which is near state-of-the-art performance on the N-MNIST
dataset with more complex structures [36]–[39].

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND PERFORMANCE

A. Implementation on MCU

The RSNN model described in Section II-A is implemented
by software on an ARM-Cortex-M4-based MCU, namely the
STM32F767ZI. This device features an SRAM of 512 kB and
a maximum operating frequency of 216MHz. Spike updates
are applied column-first, i.e., for each spike the potential
update is applied sequentially to all neuron potentials. The
leakage is applied to all neurons potentials at each time-step. C
code1 is compiled with gcc and optimized by means of -Cfast
and -loop-unroll options. STM32 AXI interface is enabled
along with data and instruction caches.

Each input event sent to the MCU is encoded in 32 bits,
with 16 bits used for the input neuron address and 16 bits
that indicate the number of time steps from the previous spike
(that can be associated with any input neuron). Conversely,
recurrent spikes are generated internally at each time step and
are encoded as an array of 8-bit values indicating the recurrent
neuron address.

Internally, the weights are encoded with 8 bits (sign bit with
7 fractional bits) while the neuron potentials are encoded with
32 bits (sign bit, 16 integer bits and 15 fractional bits). Given
the bits alignment used for neuron potentials, no overflow
detection mechanism is required as the numerical range is far
greater than what can be reached in practice.

1GitHub repository at https://github.com/SSIGPRO/ucrsnn.
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Fig. 4. Computational time per time-step ∆tc for example inferred samples with fCLK = 144MHz, compared with the input and recurrent spiking activity.
The computational time is split in different contributions, and the contributions due to the application of the leakage are not shown as they are below 1 µs. The
greatest contributions are due to the input spikes whose number is high compared to the recurrent spikes. Their trend is coherent with the three movements
performed by the DVS camera while recording N-MNIST.

B. Performance

In order to assess the performance of the RSNN implemen-
tation on MCU, the full test set of 10 000 samples of 300 time-
steps each is inferred, resulting in the same accuracy measured
in Section III, and the computational time required by each
operation is measured with an on-chip counter.

Fig. 4 shows the computational time per time-step ∆tc
for different samples with an operating frequency fCLK =
144MHz, along with the spiking activity of the model.
Computational time is split among its different contributions,
i.e., application of leakages to recurrent and output neurons,
application of input spikes and recurrent spikes to the recurrent
neurons and to the output neurons, and recurrent spikes
generation. Most of the computational time is due to the
application of the spikes to the neuron potentials, which is of
course proportional to the number of spikes to be integrated.
On the other hand, other contributions are almost negligible.

Tab. I shows the average and worst-case power consumption
of the MCU, the computational time for a single time-step,
and the energy consumed by the device for the update of a
time-step. Power consumption is calculated with the values
declared in the datasheet with an internal supply voltage of
1.2V, STM32 AXI interface and cache enabled, all peripherals
disabled2. The average and worst-case computational times are
evaluated over the time-steps for the samples, while the energy
consumption is simply the product of power consumption and
time.

Worst-case computational times are about 1ms for the
lowest operational frequency tested, while it can reach values
as low as 150.4 µs for a higher fCLK of 180MHz, enabling the
use of this type of neural network models on low-cost, low-
resource devices with fast deployment times when compared
to custom hardware implementations.

2Power consumption is actually the sum of two contributions, the principal
one given by the internal power supply, the other one from the external power
supply of 1.7V that absorbs and average of 1mA and 2mA in the worst-
case.

TABLE I
POWER CONSUMPTION OF STM32F767ZI, WITH THE COMPUTATIONAL
TIME AND ENERGY CONSUMPTION FOR A SINGLE TIME-STEP UPDATE OF

THE RSNN

fCLK Ptyp ∆tc, avg Ec, avg

25MHz 13.1mW 292.5 µs 3.8 µJ
60MHz 26.8mW 121.5 µs 3.3 µJ
144MHz 58.7mW 50.1 µs 3.1 µJ
169MHz 83.6mW 43.5 µs 3.7 µJ
180MHz 99.5mW 40.6 µs 4.1 µJ

fCLK Pmax ∆tc, worst-case Ec, worst-case

25MHz 18.5mW 1082.4 µs 21.9 µJ
60MHz 34.1mW 444.7 µs 15.9 µJ
144MHz 70.1mW 207.0 µs 14.8 µJ
169MHz 98.1mW 161.3 µs 16.1 µJ
180MHz 116.5mW 150.4 µs 17.8 µJ

Finally, the memory footprint of the RSNN model on MCU
is mostly due to its parameters, which, in this work, use
68.8 kB of space.

V. CONCLUSION

We trained and tested an RSNN model to solve an event-
based machine vision task, using the N-MNIST dataset for
digit recognition. The implementation of the models on a low-
cost, low-power MCU device with strong resource constraints,
successfully validated the approach proposed. The benefits of
this approach include the use of standard commercial devices
and fast prototyping and deployment times. With an accuracy
of 97.2%, the worst-case computational time per time-step can
be as low as 150.4 µs with an average energy consumption per
time-step of 4.1 µJ at fCLK = 180MHz. This shows that it
is possible to employ software-based RSNNs for inference in
real-time image vision applications using resource constrained
hardware.
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